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Background
• Background essential to (succinctly!) justify all subsequent sections of the 

review. 



Background
Ensure the review is clearly and appropriately justified in the section ‘why is it 
important to do this review’. ✅Good to conduct 

scoping review 
first to ensure it’s 
feasible

❌But is it justified?



Objectives
• “To assess the effects of [intervention or comparison] for [health 

problem] for/in [types of people, disease or problem and setting if 
specified]”.

• Ensure there is a clear and consistent link between objectives and PICO



❌What if this 
subset of 
relevant data 
cannot be 
obtained? 

❌Any restrictions 
on delivery, 
dose, duration, 
intensity?

Setting the eligibility criteria
• Set pre-defined, unambiguous eligibility criteria

✅Good to define 
comparators as 
well as 
interventions





Selecting outcomes

• Minimum number of outcomes selected 

• Outcomes should be a mixture of benefit and harm

• Choose outcomes that are relevant to stakeholders such as 
consumers, health professionals and policy makers

• Define outcome measures/timing of measurement

• Clarify how multiple measures will be handled



✅Number of 
outcomes kept to 
a minimum

✅Outcomes 
chosen that are 
relevant to key 
stakeholders

❌How are 
outcomes 
defined/measured

❌What are the 
follow-up time 
points of interest?

Selecting outcomes





Outcomes as eligibility criteria
• Clarify and justify in advance if outcomes are to be used as 

criteria for including studies

Common Errors

❌“The evidence base is large, and this will help to reduce the number of studies 
included in the full review”

❌“Only high quality studies will assess the outcomes of interest, and this will help 
to ensure only high quality studies are included in the review”

Best Practice

✅The same intervention may be studied in the same population for different 
purposes (e.g. botox) and this will ensure only the relevant studies are included

✅The primary objective of this review is to assess the adverse effects of this 
intervention (e.g., aspirin) used for several conditions



Planning the search 

• Searches for studies should be as extensive as 
possible, to include published and unpublished data

• Plan to rerun or update searches for all relevant 
databases within 12 months before publication of 
the review or review update 

• Seek advice from experienced Information 
Specialist.



Selection and Extraction 

• Include studies in the review irrespective of whether measured 
outcome data are reported in a ‘usable’ way

• “Pilot” the data extraction form

✅Use (at least) 
two people 
working 
independently 

❌Need to also define in advance the 
process for resolving disagreements



✅Cite the correct version of 
the tool (Higgins 2011) 

✅Use (at least) two people 
working independently

Risk of Bias version 1

❌Need to also consider assessing 
key domains separately for 
different key outcomes

❌Avoid ‘adding on’ domains



Risk of 
Bias 2

Cite the correct 
version of the 
tool (Higgins 
2022)



Measures of treatment effect 
• Ensure the planned effect measures match all the outcomes of interest

✅Clear Plan for dichotomous and continuous data

❌No consideration of time-to-event data?



Unit of Analyses
• Consider all potential Unit of Analysis issues

– Cluster RCTs
– Multiple treatment groups

– Cross over trials
– Within body design

❌No consideration of different types 
of UoA issues



Missing Data

• Consider all potential Missing Data issues
– Missing participants
– Missing summary data
– Missing standard deviations
– Missing study design information

❌No consideration of different types 
of Missing Data issues



Assessment of heterogeneity
• Consider clinical, methodological and statistical 

heterogeneity, to ensure decision to pool data is appropriate. 

✅Clear Plan to only pool data if sufficiently homogeneous

❌No mention of clinical or methodological heterogeneity



Assessment of Reporting Bias

Reaching an overall judgement about risk of bias due to missing 
results should also consider;

• comparison of protocols with published reports to detect selective non-
reporting of results

• consideration of qualitative signals that suggest not all studies were identified 

• use of funnel plots to identify small-study effects, for which non-reporting bias is 
one cause

✅Clear Plan for funnel plot use



Data Synthesis
✅Clear plan to undertake a meta-

analysis only if participants, 
interventions, comparisons and 
outcomes are judged to be 
sufficiently similar

❌Need to choose fixed or random in advance

❌No clear plan for how this narrative synthesis will be conducted



Subgroup Analyses

✅Potential effect modifiers are 
justifiable and kept to a minimum

❌If subgroups are to be compared, use a 
formal statistical test to compare them.

❌Different subgroups should 
be clearly defined



Sensitivity Analyses
• Use sensitivity analyses to assess the robustness of results, e.g.;
 Impact of notable assumptions, 
 Impact of imputed data, 
 Impact of borderline decisions 
 Impact of including studies at high risk of bias

✅Clear outline of the purpose of 
sensitivity analyses

❌If age is a potential effect modifier, should 
be explored via subgroup analyses.



Subgroup vs Sensitivity
Subgroup Analyses Sensitivity Analyses

Used to investigate if findings of a review 
would change if a different decision was 
made during review process

Used to investigate heterogeneous results, 
or to answer specific questions about 
particular type of  patient, intervention, or 
study type

Method: Repeat of the analysis in which 
alternative decisions or ranges of values 
are substituted for decisions that were 
arbitrary or unclear.

Method: splitting all the participant data 
into subgroups, often in order to make 
comparisons between them

Estimates are produced for each 
subgroup. 

Estimates are not produced for the group of 
studies removed from the analysis

Formal statistical comparisons are made 
across the subgroups

Informal comparisons are made between 
different results



Summary of findings tables

• Prespecify comparisons as well as outcomes

• One table per comparison (not per outcome)

• Seven (maximum) clinically important outcomes
 Consistent with review Objectives/PICO
 Balanced overview – showing both ‘benefit’ and ‘harm’

• Each outcome should only be presented once in the table. Plan in 
advance
 Which timepoint is prioritised for presentation
 Which methods of measurement is prioritised for presentation



✅Outcomes prespecified, balanced, 
and kept to a minimum.

❌Comparisons should also 
be prespecified

❌No hierarchy for which methods of 
measurement/timepoint is to be prioritised

❌Upgrading evidence is not 
relevant to review of RCTs





GRADE assessment
• Carefully review Chapter 5 the the GRADE handbook.

https://gdt.gradepro.or
g/app/handbook/handb
ook.html



General Issues
• Author Team must include clinical and methodological 

expertise for the review, as well as the perspectives of 
stakeholders.

• Remember to write in future tense.

• Avoid copy and pasting directly from templates.

• Prepare for Conflict of Interests – if review authors are 
involved in potential included studies, include a clear plan to 
exempt them from;
 Risk of Bias assessment
 GRADE Judgements

• If in doubt, ask for help, sooner rather than later!



Fail to plan, plan to fail!



Any Questions?

(nlivingstone@cochrane.org)


